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2:00 PM 2.S. 

2:07 PM. I accidentally hovered the mouse cursor over the internet browser icon and this made a 
small popup of the page and I saw the target image that it is black and white and looks busy. I was 
just about to draw the group of people who are walking with busy steps into the page, but now I 
cannot draw or add anything more to the report because I accidentally saw a small version of the 
target image, not to see what it depicts but still I consider this to mark the end of this session, even 
though I was really enjoying the flow of this one and the work I had put into it so far. 

End RV. 

Oh wow! I did real good! I instantly recognize the man with the poise, he has that exact look on his 
face, the one standing with his hands on the back of the chair at the back. I would have loved 
remote viewing this image, this session went really well, too bad that the popup came up I was 
going to love exploring this one but at least with what I had so far I give this session an A. 

The yellow curve is found on the flag but is not a plateau that one can stand on. The gray leaning 
walls could be from the background decoration. 

I look up on the internet the definition of dignitary: "a person considered to be important because 
of high rank or office". It is fun that I used this word without knowing what the word means. 

I am still disappointed that I had to end the session prematurely. I will take a print screen to show 
you what the popup looks like on my screen and how big it is. It only appeared for a short while and 
I did not register the content of the image but it is reason to end a session. Grade A. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:CAE_-_Comiss%C3%
A3o_de_Assuntos_Econ%C3%B4micos_(36767910234).jpg
Image link https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/1c/CAE_-_Comiss%C3%
A3o_de_Assuntos_Econ%C3%B4micos_%2836767910234%29.jpg/800px-CAE_-_Comiss%C3%
A3o_de_Assuntos_Econ%C3%B4micos_%2836767910234%29.jpg

2:19 PM End session. 

ELEMENTS

IE. Curved raised edge along left side light yellow color. 



T. People have stepped on it. 

IE. Dark gray slope on right side. 
T. Solid wall with a lean away. 

SE. People that have stepped on the yellow raised edge. 
P. This person feels warm and has movement. 

SE. There is a person standing to the right of the yellow plateau. 
P. This man stands like a noble, like a general or distinguished caesar, he has an incredible poise, he 
has a very important standing, he stands with a raised chin. He is a dignitary not that I know what 
that word means. 

SE. The path in the middle between yellow plateau and gray leaning wall, people walk with quick 
steps inward into the page on this path. 

SE. The people walking with quick steps in a group into the page on the path. 


